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Novus by Ormesa is a stroller for children and teens with
postural needs available in three sizes.

Equipped with a folding aluminum frame, it has been
designed to ensure maximum comfort to the user: the seat
is lightly tilted, while the cushion, padded and removable,
is highly breathable. The wheels are provided with drum
brakes; they can be easily removed with a snap-out
system, to facilitate transport.

Thanks to a wide range of components, Novus adapts to 
any needs.

Maximum
seating comfort.

CERAH FRANCE

PRODUCT CERTIFIED

TÜVBERLIN

PRODUCT TESTED

PRODUCT

REGISTERED USA

PRODUCT

MARKED

Novus passed CRASH TEST according
to ANSI RESNA WC/19
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Technical features
and adjustments

Foldable frame
made in aluminum. Painted with non-toxic poxy powders.

Removable upholstery
padded, ergonomic and fixed to the seat thanks to press-studs. It was designed to make 
the change of position of the side supports easier, and to fix or unfix the accessories without 
causing any trouble to the child while seated. It grows up with the frame.
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Legrest
adjustable in tilt.

Flip-up footrest
adjustable in height.

Removable wheels
removable, sliding on ball bearings.

Front wheels: 17,5 cm, swivel and puncture-proof.

Rear wheels: 30 cm, pneumatic with independent drum brakes. 
Puncture-proof rubber on request.

Backrest
adjustable in height and tilt.

Seat
adjustable in depth and width thanks to the padded sides to 
the pelvis.
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Components

852 Headrest with parietal 
supports
adjustable in height and width.

903 Five point vest harness

863 Headrest with occipital 
parietal supports
adjustable in height, width, tilt and
forward-backward.

906 Five point harness

853 Vest harness

838 Lateral supports
adjustable in height and width.
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868 Wrappable and flexible
trunk supports
Adjustable in height and width.

Components

894 45° pelvic belt 844 Side protecting covers

834-R Abduction block
Adjustable in depth and abduction.

824 Transparent tray
with recess.

834  Abduction block
adjustable in depth.
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Components

812  Directional locks for front 
wheels

827 Foot straps

818 Thermal cover

892 Covering for footrest

819 Canopy

839 Front handle
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Components

825 Rain cover
to be fixed to the 819 canopy.

854 Parasol 905 Hand brake

922 Bottle holder 858 Net basket for 869 base 911 Vent tray
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891 Set of 4 tie down hooks
for the forward-facing transport of 
the pushchair in a motor vehicle 
(private cars, buses..).

See User and Maintenance Manual
provided with the aid.
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A: backrest width

B: seat bottom width

C: overall width

D: overall height

E: overall length

F: seat bottom depth

G: backrest height

I: seat to footrest height

L: folded stroller length without wheels

M: folded stroller height without wheels

N: folded stroller length with wheels

O: folded stroller height with wheels

H: user height

Total weight with wheels

Total weight without wheels

Max capacity

40 cm

from 20 to 30 cm

60 cm

103 cm

87 cm

from 30 to 36 cm

from 65 to 71 cm

from 27 to 37 cm

101 cm

41 cm

83 cm

57 cm

from 125 to 145 cm

19,5 kg

15,9 kg

45 kg

43 cm

from 24 to 34 cm

63 cm

103 cm

93 cm

from 35 to 41 cm

from 71 to 80 cm

from 30 to 40 cm

105 cm

41 cm

84 cm

57 cm

from 130 to 155 cm

20,9 kg

17,3 kg

55 kg

46 cm

from 28 to 38 cm

66 cm

107 cm

96 cm

from 39 to 45 cm

from 75 to 81 cm

from 30 to 44 cm

110 cm

42 cm

90 cm

56 cm

from 145 to 170 cm

22,1 kg

18,5 kg

65 kg

novus 2 novus 3 novus 4

Novus sizes and weight
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